More than three quarters of all SpringerLink users are from academic institutions. 34% of the visitors are students. 25% are academic researchers, professors, or lecturers. 20% are Ph.D. candidates or doctoral students. 5% are researchers in R&D, professional industry. 4% are physicians or clinicians. 4% are researchers in government, non-profit. 8% are other.

How Many Visitors in 2016?

127m Unique Visitors
285m Visits

Where Do They Come From?

Europe: 34%
Asia-Pacific: 27%
North America: 25%
Latin America: 5%
Africa: 3%
Middle East: 6%

What is Available on SpringerLink?

6,101,763 Articles
3,958,603 Chapters
479,487 Reference Work Entries
46,574 Protocols

Where Do They Start?

Google Scholar: 27%
Google Web Search: 40%
A&I Databases: 7%
Library Websites: 9%
Other: 17%
SpringerLink
Knowledge matters. Choose SpringerLink.
The World’s Leading Research Platform

SpringerLink delivers fast, accurate access to over 10 million scientific documents in the world’s most complete online collection of Science, Technology and Medicine (STM) and Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) books, journals, reference works and protocols covering a vast range of disciplines.

What is available on SpringerLink

SpringerLink is built on the latest technologies to provide maximum flexibility and usability. Its sophisticated search and discovery tools deliver results with the speed, accuracy and convenience that users need while responsive design of headers and menus allows for optimal browsing on a desktop, tablet or phone.

Access the latest research

The depth and breadth of content available on SpringerLink coupled with sophisticated search tools makes SpringerLink the platform of choice for hundreds of thousands of researchers worldwide. Content is continuously updated and semantically linked to create a vast but navigable network of information, easily accessible using SpringerLink’s intuitive tools.

Springer and Palgrave Archives

Accessing the latest contemporary research is a key factor in research workflows, but historical research underpins many of today’s breakthroughs. As well as the latest information, SpringerLink includes the Springer and Palgrave Macmillan Archive collections of journals and books authored by leading scientists whose work laid the foundations for modern scientific understanding.
Other key benefits of SpringerLink include:

- **Mobile optimized**
  Mobile optimized responsive design of headers and menus allows for optimal browsing on a desktop, tablet or phone without losing any essential functionality or pushing critical content further down the page.

- **Look Inside**
  Look Inside gives access to the first two pages of a document the library doesn’t own, enabling users to gauge the value and relevance of the work before a purchase decision is made. Look Inside applies to eBooks and other content types.

- **Online First**
  Lets users access peer-reviewed articles before they are published in print. The article text is fully searchable and citable by Digital Object Identifiers (DOI).

- **Springer Alerts and RSS feeds**
  Users can set up publication alerts based on author, subject, keyword and publication or subscribe to Springer’s RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds to get new titles delivered directly to their desktop. Visit springer.com/alerts for more information.

- **MyCopy**
  MyCopy is a print-on-demand service that lets users order a personal soft cover edition of Springer eBook titles for a fraction of the usual print cost. Over 25,000 titles are available via MyCopy to registered patrons of libraries that have purchased Springer eBook titles or collections. My Copy is available in over 30 countries.

- **Open Choice**
  Open Choice gives authors the option to make their articles open access, including when publishing in one of Springer’s highly respected subscription-based journals. Open Choice articles can be archived in institutional or funder repositories and can be made immediately accessible. Articles are published under the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license and copyright remains with the author.

- **DRM free**
  No Digital Rights Management (DRM) limitations means registered users can also access content whenever and however they choose, free from licensing restrictions.

**Support**

The Springer Nature worldwide help desks offer expert answers to technical or access questions 24/7 via email at: onlineservice@springernature.com. Springer Account Development Specialists collaborate with customers to optimize usage of licensed electronic resources and provide post-purchase support.

**About Springer Nature**

Springer Nature is the world’s largest academic book publisher, publisher of the world’s most influential journals and a pioneer in the field of open research. Our mission is to enable the advance of research and to help the research community to improve outcomes. Through our portfolio of journals we enable researchers, students, teachers and professionals to access the full depth and breadth of science, technology, medicine, social sciences and humanities.

**Respected and trusted brands available via SpringerLink:**

- Springer
- palgrave
- macmillan
- Adis
- BioMed Central
- Apress

**Purchasing and Licensing**

License directly from Springer, your library consortium or Springer partner springernature.com/contactus

SpringerLink content is available to academic institutions, governments and corporations; and is purchased by everyone from small colleges on a single site to global organizations with multiple locations.

Tailored licensing options are based on research intensity and the number of patrons.

@SpringerLink